Choosing winning candidates in proportional systems does not increase voter satisfaction

Does expressing a preference for winning candidates as well as voting for a political party improve electoral satisfaction? Damien Bol and his colleagues test whether flexible-list PR improves voter satisfaction using the case of Belgium, and finds that – contrary to expectation – voting for winning candidates does not increase voters’ satisfaction with electoral outcomes compared with ‘party-list’ voters.

There is a large agreement among political observers to say that satisfaction should be greater when voters have more influence over the final electoral outcome. Yet cross-national studies find mixed evidence of this claim. It is crucial, therefore, to turn to individual-level data and single-country studies. We cannot assume that the type of electoral system affects all citizens equally. There can be important differences depending on individual voters’ behaviour.

In a recent paper, we analyse data from Belgium to give news insights to this topic. Belgium uses a typical flexible proportional representation (PR) system with optional preference voting for candidates. Voters first decide for which party they want to vote, and then choose to either vote for individual candidates (preference voters) or validate the entire party-list without voting for any candidate (party-list voters). As in most flexible-list PR systems, the seats are allocated between candidates depending on both the number of preference votes received and their rank order on the party-list.

In 2014, we conducted an original panel survey during the weeks before and after the federal election. We compared levels of satisfaction of party-list voters on the one hand, and preference voters on the other. Our variable of interest is the difference in satisfaction before and after the election. In our survey, we also asked respondents to report exactly how they voted using mock ballots. The use of mock ballots in post-election surveys increases the accuracy of reported voting behaviour. We can thus be confident about the vote choice variables we used.

In a first series of analysis, we found that party-list voters are the most satisfied after controlling for variables like party choice and socio-demographic characteristics. On a scale from -10 (much less satisfied after than before the election) to +10 (much more satisfied after than before the election), they are more satisfied by 0.26 (see Table 1). They are more satisfied than both preference voters who voted for multiple non-elected candidates (-0.17), and preference voters who voted for multiple winning candidates (+0.11). Although the differences are small, this is still an unexpected result.

Table 1: Predicted levels of satisfaction before and after election
In a second series of analysis, we compared the level of satisfaction of preference voters depending on the overall number of preference votes received by the candidates for whom they voted. In flexible-list PR systems like the one used in Belgium, the preference score is an important popularity test with direct implications. Political parties use the scores in preference votes as a crucial element for determining the post-election career of candidates. The preference votes for an individual candidate functions as a primary system, which allows voters to choose future members of the government. Although respondents did not know which parties will form the governing coalition when we fielded the post-election survey, they knew the preference score of the most popular candidates as it is widely commented on in the media immediately after the election.

Figure 1 shows the predicted difference in satisfaction before and after the election for preference voters as a function of the preference score of the candidate for which they voted who got the best score, after controlling for party choice and socio-demographics. We find that the predicted value goes from -0.27 to +0.47. The dashed lines in the figure gives a more realistic range, as it is the -1 to +1 standard deviation around the mean of the variable preference score. The predicted value between these two points goes from -0.18 to +0.20. It is interesting to note that the predicted satisfaction of preference voters who vote for a candidate with a high preference score (=mean+1 standard deviation) is still lower than the predicted satisfaction of party-list voters (+0.26 see above).

Figure 1: Predicted levels of satisfaction before and after the election for preference voters

Note: Predicted values based on OLS regression. Control variables include party vote, age, gender, education and number of preference votes. These control variables are kept at their mean to calculate the predictions.

In our study, we show voting for non-elected candidates negatively affects satisfaction in a flexible-list PR system. Voting for elected candidates can by contrast boost satisfaction, but only when this vote is for one of the most popular candidates. Yet, even for them the boost is similar to that of party-list voters. Our findings thus cast doubt on the hypothesis that open- or flexible-list PR systems can re-connect critical citizens with representative democracy and elections.
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